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Abstract: Proton-transfer reactions involving the silaformyl anion, HSiO-, and its conjugate acids, HSiOH
and H2SiO, have been investigated with ab initio methods. Calculations through fourth-order perturbation
theory suggest possible routes for proton transfer. Accurate estimates for the acidity of H2SiO and HSiOH
are presented and discussed in light of earlier experimental estimates.

Introduction

The gas-phase ion chemistry of [H,Si,O]- ,1 which is prepared
by collison-induced dissociation of H3SiO- in a tandem flowing
afterglow selected ion flow tube (FA-SIFT), has been studied
in detail.2 Both experimental and computational studies suggest
strongly2 that the structure of [H,Si,O]- is that of the silaformyl
anion, HSiO- . Mechanistic considerations of the reactions of
[H,Si,O]- and neutrals such as CO2, CS2, COS, SO2, and O2
have established the structural identity of the anion.2 Related
detailed computational studies3 carried out on the CO2 + HSiO-

potential energy surface at the MP4/6-311++G(d,p)//MP2/6-
31++G(d,p) level are largely consistent with the earlier
mechanistic proposals.2

Some of the reactions studied earlier, particularly those with
reference acids that typically are used to establish the proton
affinities of anions, raise certain questions that are not amenable
to experimental study.2 Not only was the acidity of the parent
acid of HSiO- not accurately determined (∆G°acid ) 356( 8
kcal/mol) because of a minor contamination of H3SiO- and side
reactions with reference acids, but the identity of the corre-
sponding acid was unknown, although both HSiOH and H2SiO
were suggested as reasonable possibilities based on experimental
and computational work carried out on the neutral species with
the composition [H2,Si,O].4-10 Thus, the three structures of
lowest energy are cis HSiOH, trans HSiOH, and H2SiO, all
having energies computed to be within about 3 kcal/mol.
Barriers to cis-trans interconversion have been computed to
be fairly low (∼8 kcal/mol),7,8,10 although the conversion of
HSiOH to H2SiO surmounts a large barrier (∼60 kcal/mol).7,8

In the current work, we examine the pathways for proton
abstraction by HSiO- from HSiOH and H2SiO to probe
questions about the identity of the parent acid. In addition,
acidity computations for HSiOH and H2SiO are reported. High-
level ab initio methods with significant electron correlation are
required to obtain reliable results.

Computational Methods
The reactions were initially probed by using the restricted Hartree-

Fock (RHF) method with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.11-15 This basis
set has diffuse and polarization functions to describe the anions and
anion-molecule complexes reasonably well. The structures were
determined by optimizing the geometry with use of analytical gradient
methods. To better describe the potential energy surfaces, we refined
the RHF structures using Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation
theory (MP2)16 with the same basis set (6-31++G(d,p)).
The identification of stationary points as minima or saddle points

was determined by calculation and diagonalization of the Hessian force
constant matrix (matrix of energy second derivatives). Transition states
were determined at both the RHF and MP2 levels of theory with the
6-31++G(d,p) basis set.
Once the transition states were located, minimum energy reaction

paths connecting reactants with products, the so-called intrinsic reaction
paths (IRP), were calculated by using the Gonzalez-Schlegel second-
order method17,18normally with a step size of 0.3 amu1/2‚bohr; steps as
small as 0.01 amu1/2‚bohr were used in regions close to minima. IRP
calculations were carried out at both the RHF and MP2 levels of theory
with the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set.
Once the structures of the stationary points were determined at the

MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory, more advanced levels of theory
were employed to obtain more reliable energetics. The levels of theory
used for final energetics were fourth-order perturbation theory (MP4)
and coupled-cluster with single and double excitations and triple
excitations estimated perturbatively (CCSD(T)).19 The MP4 calcula-
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tions were carried out by using the 6-311++G(d,p) basis,11-15 and the
CCSD(T) calculations were performed with the 6-311++G(2df,2pd)
basis set.11-15 The notation A//B indicates that an energy is calculated
by method A with a geometry optimized by method B.
Localized molecular orbital (LMO) calculations20 were carried out

on select minima and transition states to examine the nature of the
bonding as well as how the anion and neutral species interact to form
stationary points on the potential energy surfaces.
Ion-molecule complexes were located by positioning neutral species

3-5 Å away from an anion and allowing full geometry optimization.
Variations in orientation of the ion with respect to the neutral substrate
resulted in different complexes from the same reactants. Minima, as
well as first- and second-order saddle points, were located with this
technique. The second-order saddle points were used to locate minima
or first-order saddle points by following the IRP’s associated with the
imaginary frequencies.
Reaction energies in the following discussions are reported relative

to the energy of HSiO- + trans-HSiOH, the lowest-energy anion/neutral
combination prior to zero-point energy correction.
Calculations were carried out with either GAMESS21 or Gaussian

92/DFT,22 with their respective built-in basis sets.

Results and Discussion

1. Reactants. The relative energies of HSiO-, HOSi-,
HSiOH (cis and trans), and H2SiO are presented at the MP2/
6-31++G(d,p)//MP2/6-31++G(d,p), MP4/6-311++G(d,p)//
MP2/6-31++G(d,p), and CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd)//MP2/
6-31++G(d,p) levels in Table 1.23 Figure 1 shows the
geometries of these species optimized at the MP2/6-31++G-
(d,p) level of theory. To the extent that comparisons can be
made, these data are consistent with previous computations with
HSiO- being considerably lower in energy than HOSi-, and
the neutrals and cis and trans HSiOH and H2SiO having very
similar energies.2,7,9,10 HSiOH has stable cis and trans isomers
with a dihedral angle of 97.6° at the transition state between
them. The CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd) cis-to-trans barrier
height is 9 kcal/mol (Table 2, including zero-point energy
corrections calculated at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of
theory). In this transition state the H-O and O-Si distances
have contracted by 0.02 and 0.03 Å relative to the cis structure.
On both the RHF and MP2 surfaces, H2SiO is structurally
similar to formaldehyde. At the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd)/
/MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory, which is the highest

computational level used to date, it is slightly less stable than
cis or trans HSiOH (Table 1).23

HSiO- and HOSi- can be compared with the HSiO and HOSi
radicals that Schaefer and co-workers recently have examined
using configuration interaction (CISD) calculations with a
triple-ú plus double polarization (TZ2P) basis set with and
without higher angular momentum functions and diffuse func-
tions [TZ2P(f,d) and TZ2P(f,d)+diff]. 24 All four species have
similar bent geometries, although the anions have longer bond
lengths as would be expected with an extra electron in the
system. The silicon-oxygen separation is 1.64 Å in the HOSi
radical at the CISD/TZ2P(f,d)+diff level of theory versus 1.77
Å for HOSi- at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level. The HSiO
radical, on the other hand, has an Si-O distance of 1.51 Å,
while the Si-O bond distance in HSiO- is 1.61 Å. Although
rigorous comparisons between different levels of theory cannot
be made, it is clear for both the radicals and the anions that a
significant Si-O bond shortening occurs between the HOSi and
HSiO species. The Si-O bond lengths of the HOSi radical
and the HOSi- and HSiO- anions are all in the range expected
for single Si-O bonds, while that for HSiO is clearly in the
range of the Si-O double bond (compare the bond in H2SiO
of 1.51-1.55 Å).25 These conclusions are further supported
by localized orbital calculations20 that give the Lewis structures
shown in Figure 2 for these radicals and anions. These data
demonstrate clearly that only HSiO has a Si-O double bond.
The discrepancy in relative energetics (HOSi< HSiO vs HOSi-

> HSiO-) can be attributed to two factors: (1) The HSiO radical
is apparently higher in energy than HOSi due to a tradeoff
between the weakπ bond between oxygen and silicon and a
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Table 1. MP2/6-31++G(d,p), MP4/6-311++G(d,p), and
CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd) Relative Energies (in kcal/mol) of
the Reactantsa

reactants MP2//MP2 MP4//MP2 CCSD(T)/MP2 ZPE

HSiO- 0.0 0.0 0.0 5
HOSi- +39.1 +39.1 +35.8 8
trans-HSiOH 0.0 0.0 0.0 14
cis-HSiOH 0.5 0.5 0.3 13
H2SiO -1.0 0.2 +2.6 12

a ZPE is the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) harmonic zero-point energy.

Figure 1. Neutral and ionic reactant geometries at the MP2/6-31++G-
(d,p) level of theory. H2SiO hasC2V symmetry; the remaining species
haveCs symmetry.

Table 2. MP2/6-31++G(d,p), MP4/6-311++G(d,p), and
CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd) Barrier (in kcal/mol) to Conversion
from cis- to trans-HSiOH, Relative tocis-HSiOH andtrans-HSiOHa

MP2 MP4 CCSD(T)

cis-HSiOH +9 +9 +9
trans-HSiOH +7 +7 +7

a Zero-point correction at 298.15 K is included.
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weak Si-H bond in HSiO versus a strong OH bond in HOSi.
(2) Addition of an electron to the electropositive silicon atom
in HOSi is energetically less favorable than addition of an
electron to the very electronegative oxygen in HSiO to produce
HSiO-.
2. Gas-Phase Acidities.The gas-phase acidity is defined

as the free energy difference (∆G°acid) for the reaction HAf
H+ + A- at 298.15 K. In the experimental study2 of HSiO-,
a crude estimate of the acidity of its corresponding acid was
reported (∆G°acid ) 356 ( 8 kcal/mol). As previously indi-
cated, the identity of the conjugate acid cannot be directly
determined in FA-SIFT gas-phase experiments, although H2-
SiO or HSiOH are likely possibilities. Computations of acidities
generally require extended basis sets and at least fourth-order
perturbation theory to obtain reliable acidities.26 Such calcula-
tions on H2SiO and HSiOH (Table 3) suggest that the estimated
error limits for the experimental determination of the acidity of
the conjugate acid of HSiO- probably are too small. Thus, at
the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd)//MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level
H2SiO has a∆G°acid of 343 kcal/mol.27,28 Both cis and trans

HSiOH have Si-H acidities near 383 kcal/mol but O-H
acidities similar to that of H2SiO near 344 kcal/mol. The values
near 344 kcal/mol most closely correspond to the experimental
value of 356( 8 kcal/mol. The discrepancy between the
computational and experimental estimates, while small, suggests
that the error limits placed on the experimental work may have
been too narrow.2 Because these acidity results do not lead to
a clear choice of the identity of the parent acid of HSiO-, an
examination of the potential energy surfaces of various proton-
transfer reactions has been undertaken to attempt to elucidate
the identity of the parent acid.
3. Proton-Transfer Reactions. (a) Overview.Gronert has

recently examined the potential energy surfaces of a series of
proton-transfer identity reactions, AHn + -A′Hn-1 f -AHn-1
+ A′Hn, of second and third row elements (CH4, NH3, H2O,
HF, SiH4, PH3, H2S, and HCl) at several computational levels
including G2+.29 These reactions are shown to be dramatically
different depending on the nature of A. The barrier to proton
transfer for second and third row elements decreases as the elec-
tronegativity of A increases. Thus, the double well potential
surface of [CH3‚‚‚H‚‚‚CH3]- with a significant barrier “mono-
tonically” gives way to a single well potential with a stable,

(25) Corey, J. Y. InThe Chemistry of Functional Groups; Patai, S.,
Rappoport, Z., Eds.; John Wiley and Sons: New York, 1989; pp 1-56.
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Table 3. ∆Hacid (in kcal/mol) for Neutral Species at 298.15 K

reaction MP2//MP2 MP4//MP2 CCSD(T)//MP2

cis-HSiOHf HOSi- + H+ 389 392 390
trans-HSiOHf HOSi- + H+ 389 391 389
trans-HSiOHf HSiO- + H+ 347 349 351
cis-HSiOHf HSiO- + H+ 347 350 351
H2SiOf HSiO- + H+ 359 351 350

Figure 2. Lewis structures of anions and radicals.

Table 4. MP2/6-31++G(d,p), MP4/6-311++G(d,p), and
CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd) Relative Energies (in kcal/mol), with
Respect to HSiO- + trans-HSiOH, of Combined Reactantsa

reactants MP2//MP2 MP4//MP2 CCSD(T)//MP2

HSiO- + c-HSiOH -1 -1 -1
HSiO- + t-HSiOH 0 0 0
HSiO- + H2SiO -3 -2 +1
a cis- and trans-HSiOH are denoted as c-HSiOH and t-HSiOH,

respectively. Energies are calculated by using the MP2 geometries and
include harmonic zero-point energy corrections (at 298.15 K) relative
to HSiO- + trans-HSiOH calculated at the MP2/6-31++G(d,p) level
of theory.

Table 5. MP2/6-31++G(d,p) and MP4/6-311++G(d,p) Energies
(kcal/mol) Relative to HSiO- + trans-HSiOH, Including MP2
Zero-Point Energy Corrections

no. MP2 MP4 no. MP2 MP4

1 -45 -42 TS1-1 -30 -28
2 -53 -48 TS2-3 -23 -15
3 -92 -83 TS4-5 -14 -12
4 -17 -16 TS6-6 -44 -40
5 -54 -49 TS3-3 -38 -30
6 -53 -49 TS7-8 -38 -35
7 -43 -40
8 -56 -54

Table 6. CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd) Energies (in hartrees) of
Selected Low-Energy Structuresa

no. reactants rel energy

1 HSiO- + HSiOH -46
4 HSiO- + H2SiO -95
6 HSiO- + H2SiO -51

aRelative energy (in kcal/mol) is relative to HSiO- + HSiOH and
includes MP2 zero-point energy corrections.
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symmetric intermediate for [F‚‚‚H‚‚‚F]-. It also was shown
that third row elements experience higher barriers to proton
transfer when compared with second row analogues of similar
acidity.
In light of these studies, we now consider various proton-

transfer reaction paths of HSiO- with H2SiO and HSiOH. Table
423 lists the relative energies of the possible anion and neutral
combinations at the different levels of theory. Table 5 provides
the relative energies for all the complexes and transition states
to be discussed at the MP2 and MP4 levels of theory. Table 6
lists the energies of selected low-energy complexes at the
CCSD(T) level of theory. A general examination of the reaction
coordinates leading to these selected complexes (see Figures
3-7 below) suggests that it is energetically possible for these
reactions to proceed via one or more intermediate ion-molecule
complexes because the initial exothermicity due to complex
formation is larger than the barriers to subsequent intramolecular
rearrangement and dissociation to products. Such general results
are reminiscent of earlier computational studies of silicon ion-
molecule reactions,3,30 in which ion-molecule complexes lower
in energy (10-50 kcal/mol) than the separated reactants form
and subsequently undergo further conversion through a transition
state whose energy is below the reactant (entrance channel)
energy. The effect of transition state barrier heights on the
reaction rates of ion-molecule reactions, particularly when the
barrier height is lower in energy than the entrance channel
energy, has been the subject of considerable study.31,32

(b) Intermolecular Proton-Transfer Reactions. Three
reactions between the base, HSiO-, and acids, HSiOH and H2-
SiO, have been examined in searching their proton-transfer
potential energy surfaces (eqs 1-3). A number of other proton

transfer reactions involving HOSi- have been examined as well
(eqs 4-8), but these are considered to be chemically unrealistic

in trying to identify the parent acid because of the much higher
energy of HOSi- relative to HSiO-. The∆H° values (in kcal/
mol) computed at the CCSD(T)/6-311++G(2df,2pd) level

(including zero-point energy corrections calculated at the MP2/
6-31++G(d,p) level of theory) are listed to the right of each
reaction.
Several reaction paths and transition states for eqs 1-3 have

been located and are displayed in Figures 3-7. Unless
otherwise noted, all energies in this discussion are quoted at
the MP4/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory, with MP2/6-311++G-
(d,p) zero-point corrections. The reaction path for identity
reaction 1 (Figure 3: HSiO- + HSiOHf HSiOH+ HSiO-)
indicates that a stable ion-dipole complex (1: -42 kcal/mol)
with a silicon-silicon bond forms. Rotation of the OH group
about the Si-O bond in the complex results in a symmetric
(C2) proton-transfer transition state (TS1-1), which is 14 kcal/
mol higher in energy than the ion-dipole complex. Formation
of the ion-dipole complex provides more than enough energy
for this reaction.
Two pathways for reaction 2 (HSiO- + HSiOHf H2SiO+

HSiO-) have been found (Figures 4 and 5). In the first, a four-
membered-ring ion-dipole complex (2) forms with the two
oxygen atoms bridging two silicon atoms (-48 kcal/mol)
(Figure 4). A hydrogen on oxygen is trans to the two hydrogen
atoms bound to the two silicons. The oxygen-bound hydrogen
atom transfers to a bridging position between the oxygen and
silicon over a 33 kcal/mol barrier (TS2-3). This transition state
connects to a second complex (3: -83 kcal/mol) that can be
thought of as a deprotonated 1,3-cyclodisiloxane. The second
proton-transfer path found for reaction 2 involves an initial weak
ion-dipole complex (4: -16 kcal/mol) surmounting a 4 kcal/
mol barrier (TS4-5) before falling into a second, deeper well
(5: -49 kcal/mol) (Figure 5). The weakly bound complex4
has the OH hydrogen of HSiOH bound to the silicon of HSiO-.

(30) Schmidt, M. W.; Gordon, M. S.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1991, 113, 5244-
8.

(31) Pellerite, M. J.; Brauman, J. I.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1983, 105, 2672-
80.

(32) Craig, S. L.; Brauman, J. I.Science1997, 276, 1536-1538.

HSiO- + HSiOHf HSiOH+ HSiO-

∆H° ) 0 kcal/mol (1)

HSiO- + HSiOHf H2SiO+ HSiO-

∆H° ) 1 kcal/mol (2)

HSiO- + H2SiOf H2SiO+ HSiO-

∆H° ) 0 kcal/mol (3)

HSiO- + HSiOHf HSiOH+ HOSi-

∆H° ) 39 kcal/mol (4)

HSiO- + HSiOHf H2SiO+ HOSi-

∆H° ) 31 kcal/mol (5)

HOSi- + HSiOHf HSiOH+ HOSi-

∆H° ) 0 kcal/mol (6)

HOSi- + HSiOHf H2OSi+ HOSi-

∆H° ) 75 kcal/mol (7)

HOSi- + H2OSif H2OSi+ HOSi- ∆H° ) 0 kcal/mol
(8)

Figure 3. Reaction 1 with MP4 energies, including MP2 zero-point
energy corrections. For clarity, the bond angles and distances are
respectively indicated on the two mirror images of complex1. TS1-1
hasC2 symmetry.
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In the transition state, the transferring hydrogen is 1.36 Å from
the oxygen and 1.69 Å from the silicon. After that hydrogen

is transferred, a strongly bound complex5with a silicon-silicon
interaction forms.
Two reaction paths for identity reaction 3 (HSiO- + H2SiO

f H2SiO+ HSiO-) are shown in Figures 6 and 7. A silicon-
silicon interaction (-49 kcal/mol) in the first of these (Figure
6) leads to a complex6 that has a small barrier (TS6-6: 9 kcal/
mol barrier) to overcome before falling into the second well.
The other pathway (Figure 7) involves oxygen atom bridge
formation of a complex (3: -83 kcal/mol) and a barrier some

Figure 4. Reaction 2 with MP4 energies and MP2 ZPE corrections.2
and3 haveCs symmetry.

Figure 5. Second route for reaction 2; MP4 energies and MP2 ZPE.

Figure 6. Reaction 3.TS6-6 hasCs symmetry; the two minima are
mirror images of complex6. For clarity, the bond distances are given
on the left minimum and the bond angles on the right.

Figure 7. Second path for reaction 3; MP4 energies with MP2 ZPE
corrections.TS3-3hasC2V symmetry and3 is Cs.
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53 kcal/mol higher (TS3-3). The intermediate complex (3) in
this reaction is identical to the deprotonated 1,3-cyclodisiloxane
intermediate in Figure 4. Transfer of a hydrogen across the
top of the ring as the two ring oxygen atoms move away
puckering the ring leads to the transition state (TS3-3).
The pathways pictured in Figures 3-7 are interesting to

consider further. The two stable structures having silicon-
silicon bonds [HOSi(H)SiHO (1) and H2Si(O)SiHO (5)] are 45-
50 kcal/mol below the energy of the reactants while the two
having oxygen bridges (1,3-cyclodisiloxanes) are about 50 and
80 kcal/mol below the entrance channel energy, depending on
whether a hydrogen is bonded to a bridging oxygen. The gross
features represented here are no more than the consequence of
stronger silicon-to-oxygen than silicon-to-silicon bonding. The
higher energy of the oxygen-bridged complex with oxygen
bearing a hydrogen (Figure 4) is explicable in simple valence
bond terms, since the distribution of valence electrons is less
favorable in such a structure than in the lower energy complex
in which two hydrogen atoms are bound to silicon. The only
stable structure that has neither silicon-silicon nor oxygen-
bridging interactions is the complex (4) with a weak hydrogen-
to-silicon bond (Figure 5). The weakness of this interaction is
not surprising given the likely atomic charges involved.
The corresponding transition state structures and energies are

of three general types as well. The two having silicon-silicon
bonds differ only in the way hydrogen is being transferred: one
through two oxygen atoms (TS1-1) (Figure 3), the other by
direct transfer of hydrogen between the silicon atoms (TS6-6)
(Figure 6). The second type of transition state corresponds to
the 1,3-cyclodisiloxane species in which hydrogen is transferred
either from oxygen-to-silicon (TS2-3) (Figure 4) or across the
ring silicon-to-silicon (TS3-3) (Figure 7). Finally, the transition
state having neither silicon-silicon nor oxygen-bridging interac-
tions (TS4-5) (Figure 5) is quite similar to the initially formed
weak complex4 (rOH ) 1.01 Å; rSiH ) 2.30 Å) with
displacement of the hydrogen along the reaction coordinate to
a point between oxygen (1.36 Å) and silicon (1.69 Å). The
barrier heights in the identity reactions (Figures 3, 6, and 7)
are interesting to consider in light of the recent computational
work of Gronert29 discussed earlier in which O‚‚‚H‚‚‚O transfer
had a far lower barrier than Si‚‚‚H‚‚‚Si transfer. In the cases
studied here, the O‚‚‚H‚‚‚O transfer has a 14 kcal/mol barrier
(Figure 3), and the two Si‚‚‚H‚‚‚Si transfers have 9 and 53 kcal/
mol barriers, respectively (Figures 6 and 7). The three transition
states considered here are quite different from those discussed
by Gronert. They may be thought of as “intramolecular”, rather
than intermolecular proton transfers, so a direct comparison is
not really possible. We note that a much higher energy
requirement is associated withTS3-3 thanTS6-6, sinceTS3-3
involves a 1,3-transfer whileTS6-6 is a 1,2-transfer.
Despite the interesting features of the structures shown in

Figures 3-7, it is clear that these pathways are all accessible
for proton transfer. Thus, there is no demonstrably favored
pathway that would suggest an unequivocal identification of
the parent acid.
(c) Double Proton Transfers. Hydride transfer from an

anion to CO2 is a common gas-phase process, one that HSiO-

undergoes (HSiO- + CO2 f HCO2
- + SiO).2 Other HSiO-

hydride transfers also have been shown to occur with COS, CS2,
and SO2 (trace only). The related reaction 9

has been studied computationally and is by far the most
exothermic of the chemically realistic reactions studied (-24

kcal/mol). Although this reaction formally is a hydride transfer,
the reaction path shown in Figure 8 is complex and involves
two hydrogen transfers, one from silicon-to-silicon followed by
one from oxygen-to-oxygen. Thus, the first complex (7) forms
by silicon-silicon interaction and is 40 kcal/mol below the
entrance channel. The hydrogen atom originally bound to
silicon in HSiOH is oriented toward the other silicon in this
complex. This proton transfers from one silicon to the other
as the transition state (TS7-8) (5 kcal/mol above complex) is
approached. Localized molecular orbital calculations of the
transition state indicate a weak hydrogen bond between Si-
OH and the oxygen bound to the other silicon. The hydrogen
bond is 2.17 Å, while the corresponding O-H bond is 0.98 Å.
The second hydrogen transfer leads to a complex (8) that is 54
kcal/mol below the reactants. The hydrogen bonding distance
in this second complex is 1.89 Å. Although the exothermicity
of this reaction suggests that it should be competitive with those
discussed in previous paragraphs, there is no evidence that
HSiO- transfers hydride in this way under FA-SIFT conditions.2

Conclusions

The experimental chemistry of HSiO- is rich and complex.2

These computational studies have shown that there are several
stable, low-energy anion-neutral complexes on the [H3,Si2,O2]-

potential energy surface, which correspond to species formed
by the interaction of HSiO- and its conjugate acids, H2SiO and
HSiOH. The key results from this work are the following:
(1) At the highest level of theory used here, the energies of

cis-HSiOH, trans-HSiOH, and H2SiO are all within a 2 kcal/
mol range. Thus, the relative stabilities of these neutral species
fall within the likely error bars of these computations. Similarly,
the O-H acidities of cis-HSiOH and trans-HSiOH and the
Si-H acidity of H2SiO fall in a 1 kcal/mol range. As a result,

HSiO- + HSiOHf H2SiOH
- + SiO (9)

Figure 8. Double proton transfer reaction 9; MP4 energies with MP2
ZPE corrections.
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any of the neutral species could be the source of the most stable
anion HSiO-. These results also suggest that the experimental
gas-phase acidity is several kilocalories per mole lower than
reported.
(2) The proton transfer reactions illustrated in Figures 3-8

all have in common the characteristic formation of stable ion-
molecule complexes ranging from 16 to 83 kcal/mol exothermic
relative to separated reactants. These provide a considerable
amount of energy with which to drive subsequent reactions. The
transition states for the corresponding reactions are well below
the reactants and products. Consequently, although all of these
reaction paths are energetically accessible, a simple determi-
nation of a favored pathway is impossible.
(3) Ion-dipole complex formation is stabilized by distribution

of the negative charge throughout complex, primarily centered
on the oxygen atoms.
(4) The barriers for “identity” proton transfers are consistent

with the earlier work of Gronert (Si‚‚‚H‚‚‚Si has a larger barrier

than O‚‚‚H‚‚‚O), except in the case for which the transfer is
facilitated by a direct Si-Si bond.
(5) An unusual “double proton transfer” reaction is quite

exothermic and suggests a possible new hydride transfer
pathway for HSiO-.
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